Pasadena Shawl
This shawl is warm and lightweight; perfect when you need just a little wrap. Wear as a shawl
around the shoulders, or a cape worn high around neck. This is Fun and Easy to knit.

Loom: Knitting Board with 40+ needles (18” or
28” or 38”)
Yarn: : Lion Brand Homespun-4 skeins,
Color in photo-Corinthian 345
Notions: tapestry needle, 2 small buttons
Gauge: 3 sts=1”
Stitch: Stockinette
Size: Approx 15” wide X 50” long

Instructions
Shawl is knit in 2 separate pieces for each end. The center of shawl is one continuous piece.
Shawl
Cast On 16 stitches at back end of board. Leave 3 empty needles at back end and at least 20
empty needles at front of board. Lay anchor yarn of matching yarn.
Knit (3) rows.
Increase (1) stitch at each end of board between the 1st and 2nd needles.
Knit (12) rows.
Increase (1) stitch at each end of board between the 1st and 2nd needles.
Continue knitting in Stockinette stitch on these 20 stitches until your piece measures 9” from
anchor yarn or an additional 15 rows. Cut the yarn with a 5” tail.
Start the opposite side of shawl.
Place a new loop knot onto the board using a new skein of yarn. You will place the loop knot
18 needles to left of the original knitted piece.
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Cast on (16) stitches. Lay a separate anchor yarn. There are 2 empty needles between the
pieces at this time.
Knit (3) rows.
Increase (1) stitch at each end of new knitting between the 1st and 2nd needles.
Knit (12) rows.
Increase (1) stitch at each end of new knitting between the 1st and 2nd needles.
Continue knitting in Stockinette stitch on these 20 stitches until your piece measures 9” from
anchor yarn, or the piece is same length as the first piece. The 2 knitted pieces should be side
by side at this time. Do not cut the yarn.
Now weave across all the stitches of both pieces. When you get to the cut yarn of the first
knitted piece, tie the yarn tail to the working yarn, lay it on the stitches, and continue across all
stitches. You are now knitting all 40 stitches in one continuous knitted piece.
Knit in Stockinette stitch until the shawl is the length that you desire or approx 40” from the
divided pieces.
Start the split of the 2 pieces again for the other end of the shawl.
Knit the first 20 stitches.
Tie on a separate skein at the 21st stitch and knit the 2nd group of 20 stitches as a separate
piece. You can weave both sections at same time using the different working yarns, or
complete one side completely before doing the 2nd group.
With these end pieces, you will be knitting the same amount of rows as you did with the
beginning pieces. Only now, you will do a decrease at each end of the knitted piece rather
than the increase. Once you have knit the last 3 rows with 16 stitches, you will Bind Off each
section. (This means you will knit 15 rows, decrease (1) st each end of knitted piece, knit 12
rows, decrease (1) st each end of knitted piece, and knit last 3 rows.)
When you are ready to bind off of the board, lay a piece of yarn across the stitches of each
piece separately, like an anchor yarn. Bind Off over the yarn. You will use this yarn for drawing
the edges of the knitted pieces.
Finishing the Shawl with large pompoms
You have 4 sections that will have a pompom. For each section, gather the ends with the
anchor yarn. Pull the anchor yarn and tie securely. Do not remove the anchor yarns.
Make 4 pompoms
Cut a piece of cardboard that is 4” across. Use this to wrap the yarn for the pompoms. Wrap
the yarn around the 4” board for 40 complete wraps. Slip the ‘circles’ of yarn off and tie it in
the center like a bow. Use a double strand of yarn that is about 12” long for tying. Tie the
bows securely. With the tails of the double yarn, you can tie the pompom to the end of the
gathered end pieces. Do this by pulling the yarn thru the knitting with your crochet hook, and
tie securely. Cut the loops of the pompom with sharp scissors. You can trim the pompom
to make them even, or leave them shaggy. Once the 4 pompoms are tied on, you shawl is
complete.
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